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Michael J. Conaton '55 (Chaimlanj
Paul 1. Borgmann, S 1.
Clement L. Buenger '53
George E. Castrucci '59
Thomas G. Cody
Gerald 1. DeBrunner '59
George M. Gibson
Thomas F. Gleeson, SJ.
Rudolph C. Hasl '64
Christine H. Heekin '84
James E. Hoff, S 1.
David R. Huhn '59
Willicul1 1. Keating
J. Leo Klein, S1. '55
Gary N. Kocher




Michael 1. Lavelle, S J.
Lawrence A. Leser' 57
Gregory F. Lucey, S1.
Joseph L. Rippe




John M. Tew, Jr.
Joseph P. Viviano '59
Jeffrey P. von Arx, S. 1.
Officers of the University
James E. Hoff, S J.
President
Joan Connell
Vice President for Academic Affairs
J. Riclwd Hirle
Vice President for Financial Administration
Sylvia Bessegato
Acting Vice President for Student Development
Joseph G. Sandman '73
Vice President for University Relations and Advancement
John F. Kucia '72
Vice President and Assistant to the President
Vincent H. Beckman '38
University Counsel






Pomp and Circumstance, E. W. Elgar
Prince ofDenl1lark's March,
Jeremiah Clarke
Grand Marshal Bernard Gendreau
Professor Emeritus, Department of Philosophy
Candidates for Degrees
Faculty and Staff Marshals








Vice President for Academic Affairs
The National Anthem




Director of University Ministry
Introduction of Board of Trustees
Joan Connell
Recognition of the Class of 1942
James E. 1-lolT, S. 1.
Prcsldcnt
Commencement Address
Msgr. Ralph W. Beiting
Pastor of 81 Jude Church and 8t John Neumann Church,
Lexington Province
Chairman, Christian Appalachian Board
Conferral of Honorary Degrees
James E. Hoff, S 1.
President
Candidates for Honorary Degrees will be presented by
members of the Board of Trustees
Monsignor Ralph W. Beiting
Doctor of Humane Letters honoris causa
Clement L. Buenger
Doctor of Humanities honoris causa
Peter K. Hamaguchi
Doctor of Humanities honoris causa
John 1. Schiff, Sr.




Presentation of Candidates for Degrees
Joan Connell
Conferral of Degrees
James E. Hoff, S 1.
3
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The College of Business Administration
Daniel W. Geeding. Dean
The College of Social Sciences
Neil Heighberger, Dean
The College of Arts and Sciences
Stanley E. Hedeen, Dean
Incidental Music
(to permit gradll(//f.\ to relilm to their places)
Remarks
James E. Hotl SJ.
Alma Mater Xavier
led by Harriet Beebe
Dear Alma Mater Xavier!
Undying troth we pledge to you
That we the living shall hold true
The faith of those of years now gone
Inviolate kept and thus passed on.
So may the truth within us dwell
And may this song our voices swell
Until resounds 0'er hill and dell
Dear Alma Mater Xavier.
Benediction
Elaine Well inger, HM
Recessional
Rondeau, Jean Joseph Mouret
TrUll/pet Tune, IIenry Purcell
Reception
Plaza Level of Coliseum
Class of 1942
50th Anniversary
Xavier's Class of 1942 is celebrating its
50th anniversary this weekend. As our
special guests today, members of the
class and their guests are seated to the
right of the stage. The University salutes
the Class of 1942 for its 50 years of




Herman J. Altizer, Jr.





Edward Henry Bodde, Jr.







John D. Clm-k, Jr.
Russell N0n11an Clark
Emmamae Claire Cook










William Lester Gardner, Jr.






















Joseph Howard Leonard, Jr.
Francis Marie Loges, S.N.D.
Harold D. Madden, Jr.
Joseph Charles Martino








































































































The College of Business Administration










MSME, University of Dayton
Scott Douglas Longevin
BS, Denison Univelsity
MD., Medical College of Ohio
May 9, 1992
Anne Elizabeth Albritton
B.S, Cum Laude, Northern Kentucky University
Charles Michael Auer
BS, Magna Cum Laude, Miami University
James William Braun
BSE, University of Cincinnati
Philip Gregory Chick
B.SBA, Cum Laude, UniverSity of Dayton
Hudson L Conley
BAAL The Ohio State University
MS, The Ohio State University
Stephan Edward Crain
B.S., With Distinction, University of Arizona
Steven A. Crawford
BA. Thomas More College
Thomas Vemon Cut1is
BSME, UniverSity of Colorado
Charles Michael Czech
BS, State UniverSity 01 New York-Buffalo
James Lee Day












Il A, Cum i ilUri/!. [hOlTlilS More Culle(ju
Jerry Wayne Harvey
BS, University of Clnclnllatl
Joseph Anthony Hermann
BS, University of Cincinnati
Charles William Hull
BS. Mnrehmd State University
Della Denise Humphrey
BA, Magna Cllm Laude, University of Cincinnati
Peyton Edward Hutchens III
BS .Vir[]lnla Polytechnic Institute










BS., University of Iowa
Gary Noel Osredker








B.SME, San Diego State University






BS, Florida Southern College
BS, With Honors, OhIO UniverSity
Arthur Jacob Shriberg
BS, University of Pennsylvania
M.Ed , Boston UniverSity
EdD, Columbia University
Thomas F, Spock, Jr.








IlS , Old DOlTllnlon University
Kate Armine Williams






BA, Bangalore University (INDIA)
Victoria Louise Barker
BS, Northern Kentucky University
Lisa Marie Begley
BA, University of Dayton
Todd WiIJiam Bidlack
BS, Bowling Green State University
Gabriel Blumer, Jf.
BA, Lehigh University
MSSW, University of Louisville
Philip John Booz, Jf.
BS, The Pennsylvania State University
James Thomas Brannon
B.S , Ul1Iverslty of Kentucky
Jeffrey Paul Cornell
BBA, University of Cincinnati
Steven Anthony Couture
BSU, Ul1Iversity of Dayton
Robin Dabbelt









BS, Ball State University
Brett Alan Evans




BS, With Honors, University of Dayton
Laura Jean Glennon




BS SA, Drake University
Lyndon Bruce Haas










8.SJSE., The Ohio State University
Efstratios Konstantinos Kakarelis
B.BA, University of Massachusetts
Jane Robin Parker Kessler












8.C.E., University of Delaware
Amy Marie Meinhardt
8.S" Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Raymond David Neltner
8.S., Northern Kentucky University
Paul John Nikolai II
8,A., Miami University
Deborah Ann Noll








BA, University of Cincinnati
Dominic Angelo Pitocco
8SME., University of Florida
Brian George Quinn
8.S.ME., University of Cincinnati
Pamela Schumacher Ransdell








8.8A, University of Cincinnati
SueIJen Ruttkay
B.A., Central Michigan University
Jeffrey Thomas Schrand
8.S" University of Kentucky
Regis Raymond Schratz
8.S., Cum Laude, 80ston College
9
David John Schwartz
BSBA, W,lh D,stll,elwn, Ohio Nortllcrn Unlvl1rslty
Jean Hauschild Senecal
BS, Purdue UrllVerslly
10 Norman Howard Smith
BBA , Eastern Kentucky University
Mary Elizabeth Solomon
BA, Magna Cum Laude. University of Clflclflnati






SA, With Honor, Michigan State University
MFA. OhiO University
Ubomat Vajasat
Bl., Chantaburi Teachers' College ITHAILANDI
MEd, Xavier University
Eric Patton Weinberger
SS, Maglla Cum Laude,
Rensselaer Institute of Technology
Susan Louise Wessel
BSN, W,lh HOllars, University of Illinois
MSN, University of Illinois
Peter Willimn Wienkanlp
SSA, University of Cincinnati
Jan1es Jay Witemyre
SS, Magna Cum Laude, Northern Kentucky University
BS. University of Kentucky
Jean Ann Woll
BFA, Cum Laude, UniverSity of Cincinnati
December 21,1991
John Edmund Adams
BA , University 01 Notm Dame
Andrew O. Akindcle
BS, City Colle(Je 01 New York
John Edward Alexander
BSME, Ihe (Jlll0 Slilll~ lIrliverslly
Janice Ciay Alvarado
BIl A , Cum {dude, University of Texas· Pan AmerlCilli
Will iam CI1,u'les Andcrson
BS Il II 1111: 01110 Slill!: lJlllvurslty
Carol I.ynn Bates
Ii f I , lIlIlVr:rslly IJIDayl1Jl1
Tracy Sam Beck
fj~; , NIIIIIII~III KI:lillidy IJl1lvI:I~>Ily
Joseph Devill Behne
I\~; BII, X"VII" 11i'1Vf":,lly
Donald Edward Berry, Jr.
BS, HI!lill:ltll"'l CIlIII!1j1!
Patrick Martin Berry
SSM E, Ill[) Dim] Stale lInlvlHslly
Mark David Bishop




HS UI!IVCISlly 01 Clncll1natl
Charles Edw,ml Chen'y, Jr.
fl S, University nl Evansville
Karen Tracey Cianciolo
B A , Slimma Cllm laude, Thomas More College
Karen Elaine Coates
El BA, UIllvr:rsity of Kontucky
Bruce Alan Coomes
BS. Westem Kentucky University
Jeffrey Mark Dennen
£lS, Marquette University
Kenneth Edward Dubuc, Jr.
BS, Hanover College
Janet Ellen Dunifon




BU, Unlverslly of Dayton
Glenn Douglas Finley
£lES, Thomas More College
Robert Alvie Fisher
BS, Michigan State UniverSity
Bradley Michael Fleming




B.S8A, The Ohio State University
Timothy Jerome Gasper
£lS.M E, Uiliversity of Wisconsin· Madison
Amy Lynn Gastright
BBA. Unlvelsity of Kentucky
Mary Anne Gill
£lS, University of Kentucky
Nicole Yvette Grimes
B SBA, Xavier University
Richard Frank Hafner
BS BA, Xavier Universlly
MichaL'! Charles Harris
BBA Unlvl~rslty 01 CinCinnati
Amy Janelle Hart
IJ IJ A, Unlvlnslly 01 Kentucky
Jefi'L'ry Thomas Hoeck
B CI S, WillllhsllliCllOn, Unlvmsity of KlJnlLJcky
Mil, Universlly of LOUIsville
Diane Lynn Holle
BSB, (:111111 dllde, Wrrnht State University
Charles Holloway
£lS, Alcorn State Univmsity
Mark Allen Janson
BSU, Rose·Hulman Institute of Technology
Harold Charles Keller, Jr.
BE.E, With Honors, DeVry Institute of Technology
Deborah Ann Kelley








BBA, University of Cincinnati
Michael J. Libonati
BS. Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Elizabeth Mary Johanna Lockey
BA, University of Delaware
Brian Edward Luedtke
BS, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Keith Joseph Luken




BS. University of Kentucky
Julie Mmie McEdw,rrds
BS, The Ohio State University
Kavita Rajnik,mt Mehta
BCOM. H.L. College of Commerce (INOIAI
John David Melanson, Jr.




BBA, University of Cincinnati
Sandra Ann Heise Moreland
BS. UmverSlty of Scranton
LW1)' Russell Mullins










BS. UniverSity of Kentucky
Terry A. Pruitt
BS. University of Kentucky
Anjum Qureshi
BA. University of Punjab (PAKISTANI
Eric John Ramsey
BA, Michigan State University
Angela Gail Ratliff
B.S.. Eastern Kentucky University
David Jon Reis
BBA, University of Cincinnati
Richard Alan Rennie
BSBA., With Honors. University of Tennessee
Becky Ann Roesener
B.S. University of CinCinnati
Jerome Francis Rom
B.SB, Wright State University
Karen Kindervater Ruebusch




B.S. UniverSity of IllinOIS
James George Sourges
B.E., Cum Laude, Youngstown State University
Mark Emil Sova
B.A.. Lake Forest College
B.S.. University of IllinOIS
Robert James Springs
BS.M.E.. Texas A&M University
Chandar Sundaram
B.l, University of Madras (INDIAl
M.E.. Stevens Institute of Technology
James Randolph Sutton
B.S.. University of Tennessee
Brian Kennedy Talty
BS.BA. University of Dayton
Mwy Frances Thaman




B.SIM. University of Cinclllnati
Thaddeus .J. Von Jasinski III
BA. The Citadel
BSEd. The Ohio State University
B.S. With Honors, DeVry Institute of Technology
Karen Beth Walters
B.BA, University of Kentucky
David Evan Wanner
BS. UniverSity of New Mexico
Robert Alan Weber
BSME. UniverSity of Kentucky
Robert Thomas Wehmeier
B.BA. University of Cincinnati
Diane .Jean Weik
B.S .. University of Cincinnati
Harry Joseph Westerkamp
B.SEE. Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
MaV9,1992
David Gerard Abele






BSB, UrllVerslty at CinCinnati
Saied Samir Badaro
BSBA, Xavier UniverSity
E. Paul Bader, Jr.
BS, Rutgers UniverSity
Eric Earl Baehre




BS., Eastern Kentucky University
M.S, Xavier UniverSity
James Thomas Barker II
B.S., University of Kentucky
BH.S., UniverSity of Kentllcky
Samantha Anne Bartos




BS.A, University of Cincinnati
Gilbert James Benson, Jr.
B.S., University of Kentucky
David Joseph Boswell














BS, Pennsylvania State University
Suzanne Calardo
AB, Collr;[w 01 Mllunl St Joseph
Elizabeth Annc Califf
BSCh.E, lill: (JIm Stdtl: Uilivursity
Karcn Carlson-Hanchutl




BS, Nortlmlll Kentucky Unlversrly
Kathleen Flood Coli ins
B.ES. Thomas More College
Raymond Arthur Comparetta
BS., With High Distinction,
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Susan Esles Congleton




BB A. Unlv"rslty of Cincinnati
Janel Lee Davis
B.S. Bowllll[J Green State University
Terry Bryant Davis
BB A, University of Cincinnati
Sluart James Dekker
BBA University of Cincinnati
E. Joseph DeVillez
BSB, Miami UniverSity
Daniel Robert Di Sebastian
BS, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Diane Renner Di Sebastian
BS SA. The Ohio State University
Richard John Donato
BSBA Xavier Un iversity
Mark William Dumwald
BS, Ul1Iverslty of ClI1cinnati
Thomas Bernard Dynes
BSChE, University of Cincinnati
Murvin Samuel Enders III
BSBA, Purdue University
Marcel S.J ,M. Fick
BBA Eurorean University (EUROPE)
Kevin Burdette Friend
B.B.A, University of Kentllcky
Jen)' Alfred Fritsch
BS, University of CinCinnati
Cheryl Ann Fry
BS, Northern 1IIII1Ois University
Thomas William Fry
BA , LeWIS University
Christine Von Moll Fulford
BS. Miami Uiliversity
Heather Galbaugh




IJ (; S, (,'UIII' ilutlo, Xavier University
Michele Marie Geiger
8.S, Cum 'dudu, fhe 01110 State University
Myron L. Geiser
8.S , Summa Cum Laude, University of Wisconsin
Andrea Lynn Georgopoulos
BSBA, Tennessee Technological University
Debora Carol Goetz
SA., Northern Kentucky University
Michele Ann Graves




us , ttw 01110 State University
Michael Francis Grdina
BA 13 A, Xavier University
David Brian Hadden
BS, The Ohio State University
James Daniel Haley
R.S BA, UI1IVersity at Dayton
James Marcus Hall
BS. Western Kentucky University
Diana Rose Hamann
BS, Northern Kentucky University
Daniel Joseph Hanus
BS, Magoa Cum Idude,
University of Illrnols - Urbana-Champaign
Robert Edward Harris




BA Umverslty of Cincinnati
Mary Kathryn Herlihy
BS. Florida State Umversity
Dennis Lee Herndon
BBA. Umverslty of Georgia
Nancy Ellen Hils
BA. [hornas More College
Monica Elizabeth Houston
BA, UniverSity of Dayton
Louis Anthony lannitti, Jr.
BA, Xavier University
Behzad Jonathan Jabbari
BS, Collene of Mount St Joseph
Paula Marie Jackson
BS, University of Suuth Florida
Keith Edw<u'd Janning
B.S.B A, Wright State University
Vineeta Jindal
BS, flollours. Maharani College (INDIA)
MS, University of Rajasthan (INDIAI
Joo Whan Jinn
BS. [lie OhiO Stale University
Kirk Bradley Johnson
Ei R.A. Unlv8lsity of Kentucky
Delphine Jolivel





BS. Northern Kentucky University
Michael F. Kaufman
B.S,. University at Cincinnati
Mary Ann Kelly
B.S.BA University of Dayton
Sally Kay Kennedy
BS. Nortl1orn Kentucky University
Matthew Francis Kollar
BSME, University of CinCinnati
Linda Malie Kreimer
BS, Cum laude, Xavier University
Paul Cowles Laskey
BA. University of Michigan
David Edwin Leclerle
BFA. UniverSity 01 Cincinnati
Heidi C. Lockhart
BSBA., Bowling Green State University
James R Lockhart




BS, University of Dayton
Daniel Joseph Marino






BA. Thomas More College
Mary Ellen Mayleben
B.BA. Eastern Kentucky University
C. Allen McConneJl, Jr.
B.S, Purdue University
Molly Ann McMullen
B.A., University of Cincinnati
Grant Meinders
B.BA. UniverSity of Cincinnati
Lawrence David Meixsel
, 8 S, University of Notre Dame
I M.S., West Virginia UniverSity
Nancy K. MetTell
BS, UniverSity of CinCinnati
Lawrence Edward Mueller
BSJE. Umverslty of Cincinnati
Douglas Allen Myers




BS. Summa Cum Laude. West Virginia
Institute of Technology
Holly Kay Oilier
BSBA, Magna Cilm Lauele, Xavier University
Dennis Johnson Ortt
B.S .. University or Delaware
Karen Jo Ortwein
B.S .. Northern Kentucky University
Derrek Shawn Patrick





BS.A.E. West Virginia University
14
Barrett Walter Peterson
B.S. University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Edwin Coy Phelps
B.S.BA. The Ohio Slate University
Ernest Cain Qualis
B.S., Magna Cum Laude, Alcorn State University
Catherine Leslie Reilender
B.G.S, University of Kentucky
M.SLS.. UniverSity of Kentucky
Jon Travis Rice










B.S .• Northern Kentucky University
Lyda Graciela Sanabria






BS. UniverSity of Kentucky
Peggy Ann Schuh
BBA. UniverSity of Cincinnati
James T. Schweikert
BSBA. Xavier UniverSity
Chm'les Edward Seebohm, Jr.
BS E. UniverSity of Cincinnati
Jennifer Ann Seibert
BS. Cum Laudo. Northern Kentucky University
Audrey Lynn Sesler
BSB. Imliana UniverSity
William Martin Snapp III
BBA, With HI!}IJ ~Io!lor. Eastern Kentucky University
Christopher Paul Spieker
[1 SB. MlilfIIl Unlvurslty
Amy Elizabeth Stalon
f1 HS. Wi/Ii IllqlJ [),stIllCt/O!l. Uiliversily 01 KBntllcky
Craig Alan Stoll










SS f\ . University of Toledo
Daniel Joseph Wampler
SS, The OhiO State University
PhD. The Ohio State University
Nancy Irene Ward
SA, University of Kentucky
Joseph Allen Wattenhofer, Jr.
BS. Ulliverslty of Cincinnati
William Edward Wehrman
BS., Cum Laude. University of Dayton
Jane Ann Weiler





SA. College of Mount St. Joseph
John Richard Zerhusen
S.S.SA. Xavier University




















































































































































Thomas Vincent Doyle, Jr.
Joseph Mitchell Dunn III


































































































De Asa Marie Nichols
Mary Claire O'Bryan
Cllm Laude






































Tracy Ann ShatTer Clary Anthony Wahoff
Isabel Ana Shearer Elizabeth Anne Wallace









Michael David Sprehe Cum Laude
Susann Marie Stegens Bryan Joseph Welage
John E. Stephens III Wendell E. Wethington
James Alexander Stevens Andrew Thomas Wiley
Noonan Paul Stewart Matthew Joseph Wine
Paul Jeffery Stockhausen Duane Christopher Wolff





Robert Scott Summers William Robert Zircher
Cum Laude
Douglas Kent Swisshelm Associate of Business
Elisa Katherine Tasch Administration





December 21. 1991Cum Laude
Karen Jean Thomas Lori D. Connor
Jason Todd Tinker Pamela Sue Lux





The College of Social Sciences







8A, Urllverslly of Calgary
Psycholo(lY
Amy Doerhoefer Hmris






8A , Denison University
Psychology
Judith Lynn Toebben
SS, Eastern Kentucky University
PsycllOlogy
Ellen Marie Yass-Reed




BA . UllIvcrslty of Kentucky
Psycholo~1Y




BS, Centre College of Kentucky
Psychology
Gregory William Renzenbrink
SA, University of Cincinnati
f'syclllJlogy
Roza Rojdev
SSN, University of Bitola (YUGOSLAVIA)









BA, University of Cincinnati
Psychology
Karen Scipione Burrows
B.S" Summa Cum Laude, Muskingurn College
Psychology
Dena Beshara David
BA, UniverSity of Cincll1nati
Psychology
Mary Ann Delaney
8.S, Magna Cum Laude, Xavier University
Psychology
Rocio Espinosa Anaya
8.A., University of North Carolina - Charlotte
Psychology
Brenda N, Futrell










BM., University of Cincinnati
Psychology
Margaret Lawton Leonhard






BS, Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University
B.A., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University
Psychology
Constance Jo Paxson



















BA, The OhiO Stale Ulllv[Jrsity
Psychology
Barbara Murray Turner-Michaelson











James Gorden Andrews III
20 BS, University of ClnCIIlI1ati
Criminal Justice
Gail Patricia Lewis




BS, University of Cincinnati
Cnmina I Justice
Sandra Stuck Fessler






BS, Eastern Kentucky University
Criminal Justice
Wanza Lee Nared






BS, Eastern Kentucky University
Criminal Justice




BS, University of Michigan flint
Melvin Keith Gross
BS, University 01 Cincinnati
MA, Bowllrlg Green State University
Edward Noble Hall
B.A, Marshall Ulllversity
JD, West VHq1n1i1 IJllIverslty
Marion L, Howe
BA, Willi (J/S!JIIC!IOII, University of Colorado
Dean Edward Lehmkuhler
BS, Indiallil Unlvulslty
Juserh Arthur McElroy, Jr.
BS, Uillversrly of MdSSiH:llIlsrnts
HS, MiiSSilcllllsuttS Colle(je 01 Pharrrwcy
Doctor olPlldlrnacy, [Jillversily of Southern Californlil
Shelley Rae Neal




Richard Dale Potts II
BS, The OhiO State UniverSity
Gracia Linda Sauerwein
8S, University of Cincinnati
Diane Marie Smeltzer
BGS, Indiana Uiliversity
Beverly Kaye Allbright Smith
BGS , OhiO Ulliverslty
Eric Andrew Vaughn









BS, University of Cincinnati
Sheryl Lynn Franz
BS, Cum Laude, University of ClOclnnati
Rhonda S. Frey
BS, Pennsylvania State University
David A. Graham
BS, Northern Kentucky University
Rebecca Ann Haworth






BS, Wheeling Jesuit College
Kim Lee Stephens Jones




B,S, Eastern Michigan University
Scott Charles Lumsden
BS8A, University of Dayton
Sharyn Brooks Materna
BS, Georgia State University
Mary Ruden McCullough
SA, UIlIVorSlty of Tennessee
Phyllis Maric Mitchell
AB, Cum Laudo, Wilmington College
Margaret Patricia Montgomery
BA, MagI/a Cum Laudo, Thomas More Colleqe
Karen Lynn Oster
BSBA, OhiO NOrlllelll University
Jennifer Lynn Pack
RBA, Morehead Stale University
Vandna y, Raval








BA, CollerlfJ of Wooster
Joseph Carl Souders, Jr.
BA, WiltJ Honor, Ohio University
Scot! Robert Stiens
llSBA Xavier University
MB A, XiNier UrllVerslty
Chall.l 1. Wadwa











BS, The OhiO State University
Sheilah Ann Adams
BSN .. Indiana University
Kim Marie Anderson
BS, Western Michigan University
MBA Xavier University
David Joseph Boswell
BS BA University of Louisville
Tiffany Marie Clifford
B.S, Northern Kentucky UniverSity
Pamela Lee Cornett
BS, Statn University of New York ~ Buffalo
Joann Croley
BS, Southem MiSSionary College
M N, Emory Urllversity
Eugene Gregory DiTullio
BS, Cum I ilude, University of Cincinnati
Linda Lou Steinke Engel
I3SN, Bluffton College
MS, The OhiO State University
Waleed Samaan S. Fadayel
BS. Xavier UniverSity
MS, Unlvnrslty of Dayton
David Ramon Fernandez
nA Canis IUS College
Kelly Eileen FitzGibbon 19e1
8.S, Summil Cum laude, UniverSity n! Dayton
Karen Dalton Fraley










B.S., University of Cincinnati
Daniel E. McKay
BBA UniverSity of Kentucky
Douglas Brandon Metcalfe
BS. State University of New York· Fredonia
Ranjana Mishra
MBBS, Mithila UniverSity (INDIA)
Brent Everett Nissly
B.SBA. Cum Laude, Xavier UniverSity
Shawna Sellins O'Neill




BA, Bombay University (INDIA)




BRA., UniverSity of Kentucky
David William Strong
BS, Bethany Nazarene College
Betty Lou Townley
Diploma, East Orange General Hospital
School of Nursing
Diane M. Travis
B,S, College of Mount St. Joseph
Jeffrey Fairn Tupper
BA, Sunoma State University
George Allen Wietmarschen
BS, Magna Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Tammara Marie Wynn
B.A, Hanover Colle9f~










BSMR, Clarron Stole College
John ChRrles BeischeI




B.S.Ed. The OhiO State University
Harold James Brewer












BA, Cum Laude, SI. Bonaventure University
MA. Xavier University
Je,rn Ann Dittrich
BA, Cum Laude, Wrttenberg Unrversity
Patricia Furlong Emery



















B.E.S . Thomas More College
Susan Chut Groene




[JA . PUjillJ UnIvers Ity (INDIA)
Karen Suc Hagaman
BS hi . M,a"ll IJIIIVUI sity
David Emcrson IJammers
HA, Hob JflllI;;; 1J,llvur:;lly
Helen Ann llesch
HA, Norlh,:111 KUlltlll.ky IJlllvmsrty
Kelly Annc Hughes
IJ S, Xavlm IJIIIVI:I sity
Rosemary BlomeI' Jansen
BE S, Thomas More Collo(lo
William Thomas Jefferies
BS.ME ,UniverSity 01 Cincrnnati
Louise K. Jenks
AB, University of Cincinnati
Santha Kumari Josyula
BS., Andhra University
MS, University of Baroda liN DIAl
Samuel Tal Kamin
BSErI, University 01 Clncrnnati




AB, Collo(lD of Mount SI Joseph
Carolyn Wright Keil
AB, Earlham College
Judy Michele Myerstein Kirzner
BSEd, The OhiO State University
Soonhee Kwon
MAEd, College of Mount St. Joseph
Renee' Christine Lacich
BSEd, Youngstown State University
Nancy Jean Long





BS.Ed, University of Cincinnati
Mark Alan Lutz
BA. Cincinnati Bible College
Tamea Lynn Marsh
BS.Ed., Bowling Green State University
Jacalyn Wallace Mayer
BSEd, The Ohio State University
Elizabeth Sue McDougall
AB, Western Kentucky University
Raben Dennis Millisor
BSEd, The OhiO State University
Shirley 1. Mills
BSEd, University of Cinclllnati
Pamela Rae Northcutt
BS Ed, LJnlversity of Cincinnati
Mary Ann O'Malloy
BA, University of Cincinnati
Marilyn Joy Pain
BA, Groat DistmCliol/, San Jose State College
Henry J, Partridge
B.S. University of Cincinnati
Denise Savoie Pedane








BAEd., Northern Kentucky University
Tim Thomas Rizzo






BSEd, Magna Cum Laude, UniverSity of Cincinnati
Donna Graff Rothman
SA, University of Wisconsin
Terry Franklin Saylor
flA, Thomas More College
Michelle Elaine Schilling
BS, Eastern Kentucky University
Leonard Dean Short
BSEd, Bowling Green State University
Christian Spence Shrimpton
BA, Eastern Kentucky University
Susan Davidson Shuff
BS, Eastern Kentucky UniverSity
Suzanne Marie Soos




BS, Eastern IllinOIS University
Christine Elizabeth Boswell Stephens
BS, Northern Kentucky University
riA, Northern Kentucky University
Sharon Kay Stone




BSEd, University of Clf1clnnati
Chtistine Jackson Wade




BA, Northern Kentucky University
James Kenneth Ward






BSEd, Magna Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Mary Elizabeth Wildner
B.A., State University College-Potsdam, N.Y.
Mary Willenbrink
8.S., Eastern Kentucky University
Karen S Williams
8.S., Wright State University
Steven Daniel Wollenberger
8.M., University of Cincinnati
Michelle Wysong
8S.Ed., University of Cincinnati
December 21, 1991
Liliana Ballesteros H.
8.E, Pontificia Javeriana University (COLOMBIAI
Vemette Bamhorst
B.S., Summa Cum Laude, Xavier University
Mark Harris Behlert
8.SBA., Bowling Green State University
Kathleen 1. Beymer
B.S.EIEd., Iowa State University
Thomas Gerald Brougham
B.S.Ed, University of Cincinnati
Mary Jane Burpee
BS.Ed, Bowling Green State University
Jeffrey Bryan Cook
BA, Eastern Kentucky University
Barry Gerard Dell





BSEd, Wright State University
Laura Lee Eversole
B.A, With Distinction, University of Kentucky
David Thomas Faust






B.S, University of Kentucky
Laura May Griffin
BSEd., Maysville State University
Shm'on Lauter Hayes
BA., Cum Laude, University of Cincinnati
Marilyn S. Hill
AB, Western Kentucky State College
Mmilyn CatT Kaylor




AB, College of Mount St. Jospeh
John Roy Messick
B.C.E., With I-ligh I-Iollors, Auburn University
Michelle Monica Monnin
A.B, John Carroll University
Mary Catherine Mullins
B.S., Magna Cum Laude, Xavier University
Shauna J,mine Murphy




BSEd, University 01 Daylol1
Deborah Marie Otero




BA. St Mary's College
Kathleen Marie Rafferty
BSEd, University of Dayton
Catherine Marie Rupert
BS.Ed. University of Cincll1nati
Margaret Ann Schuh
BAEd. University of Kentucky
Michelle Lynn Schumacher
BA. Northern Kentucky University
Barbara Ann Steffens
BA.. College of Mount St Joseph
Amy Darpel Torres




BSEd. Cum Laude. Bowling Green State University
Michele Joan Wood
B.E.S. Thomas More College
May 9, 1992
Ross Raymond Aldrich
BA. University of Louisville
Yolanda Maria Alvarez




BSEd. Universlly of Cincmnati
Karen Sue Amokl
BSEcL, The OhiO State Urllversity
Raymond Curtis Bartholomew III




BE S, 111I1II1as More C[)II()W~
Beverly Anll Bellz
BS, Ul1lverslly III Cllll:lllIlilll
Mary Ellen Bonosky










BSl:cl, Vlrglilia Pulylecllllic Inslltute
Margory Marie Curry
B.S. Miami University
Rosemary Jean Wagoner Dugan
B.A , Magna Cum Laude, Nyack College
Dwight Anthony Dunn
BA. Summa Cum Laude. Northern Kentucky University
Kmen Yeager Edwards
BA, Northern Kentucky UniverSity
Robert William Elliott
BME. Eastern Kentucky University
Mary Lynn Espinosa
BSEd .. Wrrght State University
Jan Harshe FelTis
BSH. The OhiO State UniverSity
Matthew Roger Frentsos















BS. East Carolina College
Kiyoe Harada
BA, Takal Uiliversity (JAPAN I
Joseph Charles Healey
BSEd. The OhiO State UniverSity
Jane Ellis Hellmann
BA. Northern Kentucky University
Sharon Lee Hendrickson
BS Erl, University of ClllClfHlatl
Jennifer Joan Hicks
8SEcL. University of Cillclnriati
Julie Ann Holhel1
BS, 13all Siale Ulllvmsity
Merrill Lawrence Hutchinson
BA. Northern Kentucky UniverSIty
Lyle Scott Inskeep
BS Ed. Otterbein College
Claudia Marie Jensen




B,S .. Cum Laude. University of Dayton
Anita Lucille Klausing Timothy Joseph Schlotman
BA, Cum Laude, Xavier University B.A, Nortllern Kentucky University
Elliott Adam Kleinman Linda Lee Shepherd
B.A, University of Iowa aSH.E, Miami University
MA DePaul University
William Paul Siller, Jr.
25
Linda Levine Leichman BAEd., Northern Kentucky University
B.SEd, The Ohio State University
Kelly Spivey
Anthony Clay Long B.SEd., Miami University
BS, Wilrnll1gton College
Mary Teresa Staub
Margaret Helen Lutes B.SEd., University of Dayton
BA Elmira College
Miliam Lee Steele
Barbara Glowski McEvoy BA University of Cincinnati
BGS, University of Connecticut
Linda Made Stopar
Bernadette Made McLain B.A., Cum Laude, Thomas More College
B.A, Magna Cum Laude, Thomas More College
Diana Arleen Swanson
Mmilyn Dianne Meyer BS, Summa Cum Laude, Ball State University
BS, Middle Tennessee State University
Gloria Heavrin Taylor
Angela Maria Miller B.S.Ed, Bowling Green State University
BS, Cum Laude, Xavier University
James Phillip Uehlein
Thomas Fredelick Miller B.A., Mount Vernon Nazarene College
BA. Northern Kentucky University
Karen Hennekes Vamvas
Roberta Ann Millson BS., Ohio University
BS, Xavier University
Jack William Wehman
Brenda Ellen Mitchell A.B., Thomas More Collge
BSEd, Millersville State College M.Div., Athenaeum of Ohio
Christine LaDale Moore Sarah Folz Werner
B.S, Indiana University BA Cum Laude,
Patricia Ann Moore
State University of New York - Oswego
AB, University of California· Berkeley Madanne Geralyn Westendorf
B.SEd., Cum Laude,
Carol Louise Niehaus University of Cincinnati
BA. The Ohio State University
Sherry Steinmetz Westendorf
Ann Marie Occhipinti BS., Magna Cum Laude,
BA University or Southern California Northern Kentucky University
James Norbel1 Panko Dean Howard Zimmemlan
BSEd, Miami UniverSity BS.Ed, University of Cincinnati
BA University of Cincinnati
Jacqueline Sue Pohl
BSEd, Miami University Bachelor of Arts
Becky Lynn Popolin
August 17.1991BSEd, University of Cincinnati
Maria Noel Posinski
Maria Elena Bartolo Basquinez
BS, Xavier University Patrick E. Land-Brandon






BA University of Nebraska Edmonda Nicola Roark
) Amy Allyn Reuter Peter John Wirth
BSEd, Miami University
Pamela P. Rossmann December 21. 1991
BBA., University of Cincinnati KLII1 Matthew Thomas Borne
Cum Laude
Gail Kathleen Sargent
Thomas Francis Louis ConnellyBA. Cum Laude,
State University of New York· Fredonia
Katharine Marie Fellinger
Barbara Jean Schenck
Chieko Hayashi SchmitzB.A., Saint Mary's College
Richard Alan Schibi Jennifer Lee Jansen
B.S., Cincinnati Bible College
Kieran Gerard Kelly Allison Sue Pugsley
Sydney Jeanne Lyon Suzette Jo Richter
David Arthur Tutas Mary Jane Petronio Ross
26 Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude
May 9.1992
Thomas Gerard Rozier







Cum Laude David Burton Streicher
Ami Lynn Bonk Michael Edward Stroh





Anna-Maria Antonette Cardellio Danielle G. Clmt
Gena Beneice Crawford Walter Corbean
William Edward Cunion II John Eric Eichmuller
Cum Laude
Bruce Mylting Dougald Julie Marie Hrybiniak





Heidi Sue Fisher Nikki Lynn Loomis
Liane Marie Gerth Taffy McGhee
Jeffrey Ellis Gonzalez-Perez Kathleen Maureen Pophol
Cum Laude
Douglas Edward Herkes Edward John Reardon III
Elizabeth Marie Hils Heather Suzanne Riley
Vicky Ann Hoffman Maureen Frances Schuh
Amberly Dawn Humphrey





Cum Laude Tina Daniel Bayer
Lori Gwynne Knannlein CUIII Laude
Patricia Anne Kuhter Sandra Elaine Bogle
Nicholas Floyd Lancaster Jeffrey French
Christorher Anthony Ledwin Kimberly Lynn Hopkins
Mary Elizabeth Mascolino Elizabeth Ann J(JI1ke
Patrick George McBride M,u·ianne Kuhar
MiI!lIlilCulI/li1ut!e Cum Laude
Patrick James McKee Lisa Melita Mayben)'
Jeffrey Judson Miller Deborah A. Munafo
Joseph John Myers Catherine Lansing Myers
Scott Joseph Niehaus Alejandro J.R. Ochoa
Kristine S. O'Brien Jennifer Elaine Reardon
Anne Christine Schulhoff Heidi Frances Hugenberg
Kristin Marie Shrider Suzanne Marie Hummel
Cum Laude
Jacqueline Melita Renee Smith
Sarah Elizabeth Hunt 27Jamie Ann Wagner
Mary Jill Isphording
Michele Elizabeth Wells Walker
Karen Ann Kasak
May 9. 1992 Summa Cum Laude
Thomas Allen Barbeau Paul Christopher Keld
Joanna Marie Begley Rozlynne Renee' Kellis
Angela Belser Mary Susannah Kolady
Jack Raymond Black Sheryl Lynn Krmpotich
Laura Anne Blanchard Michael Francis Laux
Magna Cum Laude
Pamela Jean LewisJulie Renee Bowling
Cum Laude
Cum Laude
Laura Elizabeth Bradley Kenneth Michael Lovins
Donna Marie Clontz Donna Lynn Marchisin
Jennifer Lynn Darnell Susan Marie Martini
Kenneth Marcus McAuliffeKaren Helen de SI. Aubin
Summa Cum Laude
Michelle Beth Dorfman Kathleen Ann McNeill
Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude
Kimberly Ann Douthit Anne Catherine McSweeney
Heather Jo Dunlap Cum Laude
Michelle Anne MillsAmy Marie Ecker
Magna Cum Laude John ChIistopher Mishoe
Julie Anne Egnew Brandon Keith Mitchell
Leon Anthony Epps, Jr. Melissa-Rae Moorman
Kathryn Ann Fallat Cum Laude
Cum Laude Jack Howard Nelson
ChIistopher Briggs Fisher Cynthia Eilleen Noonan
Clara Ctu'istine Frentsos Janet Lynn O'Malia
Cum Laude
Amelia Eugenee OnRobert Fredrick Gallmann
Jessica Lee ParmerJohn Paul Garner Cum Laude
Daniel Robert Geeding Steven Douglas Plitt
Kristin Anne Goldschmidt Tara Anne Powers
Kimberly Alita Gonzalez Cum Laude
Daniel James Quinn
Debra Gail Groen
Ma!lna Cum Laude Mark Allen Raaker
Ryan Edward Gunn Suzanne Marie Reiter



































































































Deborah Louise ChipmcU1 Brenda Kay Maybury
Joseph Harold Cogan With HanOI
Shonda Rae Combs Suz,mne Adelman Oost
George S. Corns Barbara Lee Ott 29
Julie Davis Jill Anne Redinger
Jennifer Sue Fales Angela Lyn Schoen
Lisa Nicol Foster John Edwin Schwab
M. Tamara StalfJill Annette Goldsmith With High Honor
Debra May Goodhart Lisa Ann Stone
Susan Perdue Hall Kristie Lynn Thelen
Stephanie Irene Hawkins Christine Diane Van Niman
Robert Lou Herbert Kimberley Elaine VanDerzee
Teresa Marie Hoffman Gregory P. Voges
Jennifer Ann Kuertz Deborah Lynn Walters






Shirley Kay Lewis With High Honor
Lisa Anne Mattucci
The College ofArts and Sciences












M SA Miami University
English
Eric Lawrence Wichmann




















BS., Central State University
Humanities
Margaret Fawley Hill
8S., University of Cincinnati
History
Steven Francis Kranz
BA, Willi Honor, Notre Dame University
English
Michael Pierce Milliken
BAEd, University of Kentucky
M Div, Episcopal Theuluglcal Seminary
1heology
Maurice James Mueller
BS, Cum Laude, Xavier University
M D, The OhiO Staw Urllverslty
Humanities
Timothy Steven Nelson
El A, Marquerte Unlvelslty
HIStory
Christa Wright Nulscn
[l A, M,ilml UfllVflISlty
Enqll<;h
Joyce Elaine Shaw
Il GS, X,IVIIII IJnlvflll"ty
f 1111111;11
Lawrence Martin Ungerer





















































Magna (,'UII/ Laude Lyn Darcy Haley
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Christopher Michael Barlow Elizabeth Currey Hash
Hilde Lynn Beebe Kathryn Marie Hasl
Emil Peter Belanger Michael Patrick Heenan
Ellen Rebecca Bird Elizabeth Jane Heffernan
Michael David Blumenstein Laura Elizabeth Hickey
Jane Marie Boerger Alison Faye Homann
Margaret Ann Bourke David Andrew Horvath
Francesca Elizabeth Bownas Kimberly Lynn Hull
Amy Kathleen Bl1leneman James Parks Hutcheson






























Cum Laude Jose Antonio Lizardi
Marg,u'et Mary Fisco John Floyd Lovell
Tracy Lynn Flamm .lude Joseph Lovell
Maglla Cum Laude Cum Laude
Vanessa Ann Fontana Christine A. Lucas
Stephan Noel Franchi Chlistopher Lee Mack
Amy Marie Franks David Todd Manion
Beatriz Fueties Kathleen Marie McCarthy
Jeffrey Michael Fulmer Anne Elizabeth McEldowney
Elizabeth Jane G,rriety Kevin Michael McGrath




Cum Laude Daniel John Mikula
Vemice Pamela Gumbs Julie Frances Missler














































































Christopher Carl William Burns
Cum Laurie


























































































































































Hanada Zeena Robert Said
Shannon Louise Schlichte
Cum Laude










































Bishop Fenwick Teacher of the Year Award
Timothy J. White, Assistant Professor of Political Science
The College of Arts and Sciences
The College of Business Administration
The College of Social Sciences
University Scholarships and Awards
(Aw(/rded ii/ HUllurs emll'ocu/ioll, April 25, fC)92)
The University Art Award ".... """"",.", ..... """"" .. ,,,,, .. ,,,,.,.,, ,,,,., .. ,Lisa K. Pater
The Biology Award """" .. ,."" ........"" .. """ .. "" .... """ .... "" ,.. .1enny E. Pompilio
Tracey L. Trgovac
The Biology Prize in Memory of Dr. 1. T. Clem " Lisa M. HutTner
Patrick 1. Vaughan
The Joseph 1. Peters, SJ. Scholarship " " ".. ,.. " Dave M. Brodbeck
The H,ti'vey A. Dube Chemist Awmd " ".. "".", .. " " Susan T. Glassmeyer
The American Institute of Chemists Award " " " , " Lisa F. Laugle
The Frederick N, Miller, SJ, Award " " " Jeffrey N. Johnston
The Ragland Latin Awmd " "" " ".. Michael J. Mitchell
The Joseph A. Verkamp Award for the Study of Greek Michael M. Henson
The John M. Zahurancik Prize "" , " " """" Kenneth J. Bohac
The WVXU-FM Public Service Awmd " ".. Matthew A. Thomas
The Lawrence 1. Flynn, SJ. Awmd ,," Sarah K. Dumont
The John F. Niehaus Memorial Scholarship ' Mark E. Sharpshair





The Karl P. Wentersdoti' Shakespeare Award """ Brian T. Queenan
Jennifer M. Tecson
The Robert G. McGraw '49 History Prize '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' Thomas M. Klemens
The Louis J. Simon Memorial History Aw,ml " " Dawn R. Anderson
The W. Eugene Shiels, SJ. History aw,ml " "" .." Hilde L. Beebe
The Comer-Reynolds Memorial Fund Award
Best Student in Statistics " " " " " " ".. Lori A. Evans
The Robert F. Cissell Memorial Fund Awards , " Michelc N. Addino
.lane E. Greathouse
Jeffrey N. Johnston
.I ohn M. Patterson
Jill C. Pilarcik
The Kramer-Miller Mathematics Award .. ", .. "" "" " " Victoria L. Beebe
The Joseph E. Bourgeois French Memorial Award ""." .. """ ,, Rajan S. Lakhia
The Joseph E. Bourgeois German Memorial Award " , Jun-Min Heur
The Spanish Award " " " " " ".Jennifer C. Elliott
The Music Award .. " " " " Traey L. Flamm
Chlisty M. Jones
Michael G. Lim
The Martin G. Dumler Philosophy Awmd ' Kyle M. McLaughlin
The Archbishop McNicholas Philosophy Award David A. Ewers
The Dr. Frederick A. Hauck Physics Research Awards Richard 1. Black
Donald 1. Corsmeier




The Theodore A. Kent-Bozhidar Kantmjieve Physics Award Kristin A. Boyle
Christopher R. Hazard
The Victor B. Nieporte, S. 1.
Achievement Award in Theology Kenneth M. McAuliffe
The Dr. William J. Topmoeller Theology Award Andrea S. Fiehrer
The David William Snyder Theology Award Jeffrey S. Smith
The Martin B. Friedman Outstanding MBA Students Award Philip 1. Booz
John D. Melanson
The Wall Street Journal Achievement Award Margie K. Martin
The Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship Key Jeffrey W. Martini
Mark D. Russell
Julie A. Huhn
The Excellence in Auditing Award Lori A. Evans
The Excellence in Taxation Award Tim S. Voelkerding
The Robert E. Stautberg Accounting Award Bonnie S. Berninger
The Accounting Scholastic Improvement Award Nancy L. Grah
The Craig Menderson Memorial Economics Award Heidi S. Fisher
The Department of Economics Award Bradley N. Ruwe
The Clifford S. Besse, S. 1. Industrial Relations Award Vincent P. Floyd
The Clifford S. Besse, S. 1. Human Resources Scholarship Jan Austin-Donaldson
Stephan M. Leighton
The Wall Street Journal Achievement Award Jennifer L. Huhn
The Financial Executives Institute's Outstanding
Finance Student Award Mark D. Russell
The Financial Executives Institute's Outstanding Graduate
Finance Student Award Jeffery T. Hoeck
The Rothwell Awcu'd Stephanie Hardebeck
The .John F. Niehaus Information Systems Scholarship Vinay Mehta
The Robert G. Kluener Scholarship Eric 1. Knop
The E.F. Castleberry Aw~U'C1 .1ohn M. Brueggeman
The William V. Masterson Memorial Scholarship Heather C. Browning
.Julie A. Huhn
The Walter A. Kumpf Outstanding Mm'keting Student Award Brent A. Case
The Robert Goldstein Memorial Scholarship Brent A. Case
The Criminal.Justice Award Kathleen A. McNeill
Brandon K. Mitchell




The Mary Dahlstrom Memorial Scholarship Katherine S. Driscoll
The Helen Hennigan-DichlIThol11as 1. Klinedinst Scholarship Bradley 1. Bertke
The Galvin Scholarship Linda A. Kelley
The L.H. Gunter Scholarship K. Scott Wester
38 The Mary Claire Shaunnessy Memorial Scholarship Holly L. Peterson
The Sheni Lee Stiet1er Memorial Scholarship Jonica L. Rose
The Audrey C. Alonso Scholarship Michael F. Hurlburt
The Edward 1. Arlinghaus Alumni Scholarship Nicole M. Bohl
The Glen Randolph Scholarship James S. Rundell
The Mary O. Kennington Award Jennifer R. Stark
The Horst Kanter Awmd Ronald 1. Pepin
The Colonel Chmles F. Williams Military Prize Boudine D. Donohoo
The Ida Casey Award Ann Ewers
The Anna Schwartz Rollinger and Michael Rollinger
Memorial Scholarship Christine A. Wright
The Helen Hurm Award Lisa A. Mattucci
The Spirit of Nursing Award Christine A. Wright
The George F. and Agatha M. Salter Political Science Award Patrick G. McBride
The Edward C. Gasiewicz Prize in Political Science Sean P. Stokes
The Clarence 1. Wagner Sociology Award Mary 1. Petronio Ross
The Virginia S. Sexton Award Brenda N. Futrell
The Bieliauskas Award for Academic Achievement in Psychology .. Christi L. Stuck
Jean K. Andrew
The V. 1. Bieliauskas Thesis of the Year Award Cindy L. Carter
The Francis I. Hamel Prize in Psychology Amy K. Kessinger
The Glen LaGrange Psychology Award Susan K. Songer
The Catherine Brizzolara Psychology Award Lorri K. Eisinger
The Charlotte Towle Social Work Award Elisabeth C. Kehoe
Brian E. Mm·tens
The Corilliam Honors Award Sarah K. Dumont
The Paul L. O'Connor. S. 1. Scholarship Molly A. Humbert
The Mr. & Mrs. Fletcher E. Nyce Scholarship Michael J. Mitchell
The Antonio Johnson Scholarship Sharon Y. Richardson
The Thomas G. Savage, s.J. Scholarships Michele N. Addino
Michael P. Welch
The Benjamin D. Urmston Family Peace Studies Scholarships ...... Sally L. Gladwell
Amy E. Harpenau
Michael 1. Sanregret




The Paul L. O'Connor, s.1. Awards John E. Kronenberger
Marla A. Schuerman
The Scholar-Athlete Awards Eric 1. Knop
Mm'y L. Noek































(Awarded at Outstanding Leadership Awards Reception, April 26, 1992)
40 Outstanding Resident Assistants Award ."" .. "." ..... "".""."."""." .. "..."Tim Carlson
Sarah Hambrook
Otto Kvapil Drama Award ...""""...""."." ..."""""" ....".."... "....." Rebecca Johnson
Rachel C. Thomas
Dorothy Day Medal of Honor """.".""."" " "" " "" ".Sarella McCoard
The Loyola Medal " " " """ " " "" "Michelle Addino
Student Employee of the Year "."""" "." "."" ".,, Nick Stergiopulos
Outstanding Contribution to Commuter Students .""" """ Teresa Allison
Outstanding Contribution to Non-Traditional Students ""Ealer S. Wadlington, III
Rob Sieber Award for Excellence Club Sports Leadership Award """ Michael Pacta
Kyle McLaughlin
Advisor of the Year """ """" """" .."" ".".. "" "" Mmjorie English, asp
The Cultural Diversity Awards ""." "....."""" ....... "" ""."""" Khary Turner
Stanley Hedeen
Contributions to Xavier Community
Silver and Gold X-Key Awards
























































































2LT Hilde L. Beebe
2LT Nicholas F. Lancaster
2LT Timothy P. Leroux
2LT Ronald D. Sargent
Commissioned as Second Lieutenant
Regular Army
Military Intelligence
2LT Hilde L. Beebe
Aviation
2LT Timothy P. Leroux
Quartermaster
2LT Jude 1. Lovell
Infantry
2LT Ronald D. Sargent
Field Artillery
2LT Norman P. Stewart
Commissioned as Second Lieutenant
Reserve Forces
Finance
2LT Eric C. Cline
Infantry
2LT Timothy D. Miles
Engineer
2LT Dominic A. Santoleri
Field Artillery
2LT David F. Sininger
Commissioned as Second Lieutenant other than regular Army
Field Artillery
2LT Clyde G. Deland
Infantry
2LT Nicholas F. Lancaster
Signal
2LT Robert S. Summers
Commissioned Without Component and Branch
2LT Susan F. Wolschleger
Honorary Degree Citations
Msgr. Ralph W. Beiting
The good works of the Catholic missionary
Msgr. Ralph W. Beiting have a legendary
sheen belied by the pragmatic, down-to-
emth presence and no-nonsense humility
of the man himself. With a characteristic
energy and optimism and an abundance
of faith, Msgr. Beiting has ministered to
the needs of the poor in Appalachian
Eastern Kentucky since 1950, earning a
reputation as a caring pastor and coura-
geous street preacher and problem solver
- an advocate of empowerment who,
over the years, has helped bring dignity
and economic self-sufficiency to
thousands in need. He is perhaps best
known as the founder ,md chairman of
the Christian Appalachian Project (CAP),
an interdenominational service organiza-
tion founded in 1964 that today provides
education, job training and emergency
assistance programs to a population of
nearly 50,000 of all faiths in 40 counties
of Eastern Kentucky. A Christmas
wreath workshop he started in the 1960s
under the auspices of CAP is now a local
industry, employing over 100 workers and
shipping fresh wreaths allover the country.
Other business ventures ,rre in the works.
CAP itself has meanwhile grown to an
organization with regional and national
missions, In 1989, Msgr. Beiting received
a Brotherhood Award from the Bluegrass
Chapter of the National Conference of
Christians and Jews for "outstanding
leadership in fostering amity, justice and
cooperation among the people of central
Kentucky." And in 1990, the Caring
Institute, a nonprofit Washington, D,C.,
group that distributes ye,rrly national
awm-ds for public service, honored him
for his 40 years of dedication to Appala-
chiem people. Former U.S. Sen. Frank E.
Moss, Institute chairman, noted: ''The
growth of the Christian Appalachian
Project from debt to an annual budget in
excess of $20 million a ye,rr shows the
vitality of this organization, and its
continuing for so many years to serve so
many people in one of the poorest regions
of our country - this is a tl1le test of faith."
With courage ,md deep faith Msgr. Beiting
has practiced a lifelong option for the
poor, respecting ,md defending the dignity
of each human person he serves. In
recognition of his unstinting love, faith
and service to the people of Appalachia,
Xavier is honored to award Msgr. Ralph
W. Beiting the degree Doctor of Humane
Letters, honoris causa.
Clement l. Buenger
An astute business leader whose
performance as chief executive officer
of Cincinnati's Fifth Third Bancorp
earned him a CEO of the Yem award
from Financial World two years in a row,
Clement L. Buenger, Xavier class of' 50,
is the epitome of the civic good citizen, a
hmdworking, dedicated and determined
contributor to the health and vibrancy of
his community. The education of
children has been a special mission, one
to which he has devoted much time ,md
energy, as well as personal resources.
Last yem, Clem spearheaded a volunteer
commission of 200 business leaders
charged with improving the Cincinnati
Public School system. The recommenda-
tions of the Buenger Commission were
very well received and are today being
implemented in the schools, as the
commission, under Clem's conscientious
leadership, continues to monitor progress,
Among his long-term commitments is
the Fund for Independent Schools of
Cincinnati - or FISC - which helps
minority children attend private high
schools in the city. Clem was a founder
of the Fund and president from 1984 to
1990. In honor of his important role,
FISC last year established a scholmship
in his name, A trustee of Xavier, FISC
and the Cincinnati Symphony, Clem is
also a member of the Cincinnati Business
Committee and a director of Cincinnati
Gas and Electric, the Greater Cincinnati
International Airport, and the Mercy
Health Care System. He is chairm,m of
the board and a member of the executive
committee at Fifth Third. These commit-
ments, considerable though they are,
represent only a fraction of Clem's many
efforts over the years on behalf of his
community,
In recognition of his key role in the
vitality of Cincinnati's business commu-
nity and his unselfish dedication to the
common good, especially to the children
of this city, Xavier is proud to confer on
Clement L. Buenger the degree Doctor




Over four centuries ago, SI. Francis
Xavier brought the Christian message of
hope to the people of Japan. Today, Peter
K. Hamaguchi, a 1962 Xavier MBA
graduate and highly successful and
distinguished Japanese business leader,
brings his devout Christianity to bear on
U.S.-Japan relations. Peter Hamaguchi is
president of Hiroya Company, Ltd., a
wholesale food company his family has
led for 12 generations, and Higeta Shoyu
Company, Ltd., a soy sauce manufac-
turer, both in Tokyo, For six years, he
has been working energetically with
Xavier's College of Business Adminis-
tration to build bridges of mutual
understanding and respect between our
two countries. Indeed, he has been
instrumental in the development of the
College's international program. As the
designated mentor for the Center for
International Business, Peter has traveled
to campus every semester since 1988 to
talk to undergraduate and graduate
business classes about the Japanese and
international business worlds. An advisor
to the Center, he helps design and
coordinate all the international travel
courses. For the Doing Business in Asia
course, he generously hosts Xavier
shldent groups, arranges site visits with
Japanese corporations, and invites
influential Japanese business leaders to
address participants. One of Peter's top
goals is to establish strong ties, including
a student-exchange program, between
Xavier and Sophia University, Tokyo's
Jesuit university. By fostering these
connections, he encourages an
atmosphere for learning that combines
the best of both worlds for better
understanding and mutual success.
Peter's work is that of faith and coopera-
tion, in the true spirit and tradition of
Sl. Francis Xavier. In partnership with
the university, he huilds bridges toward
a truly globalcomll1unity. It is with pride
and pleasure that Xavier awards Peter K.
Hamaguchi the degree Doctor of
Humanities, ho//oris ('({[(sa,
John J. Schiff. Sr.
John 1. Schiff 5r. is an outstanding and
extraordinary entrepreneur whose
immense business accomplishments over
the years have helped put Cincinnati
on the map as the "Blue Chip City." In
1990 he made Forbes magazine's list of
Corporate Amelica's Most Powerl'ul
People as chief executive officer of the
Cincinnati Financial Corp., a network of
insurance companies he and his brother
founded in 1950 with assets of $200,000
and which two years ago topped
$1 bill ion in sales. Success has come
through an energetic persistence and
canny business sense which Jack Schiff
combines with an obvious love for
people. He was the first president of
Cincinnati Financial, from 1968 to 1980,
and was its first CEO, appointed in 1973.
Although he retired as CEO last year, he
has not let "retirement" slow his pace. At
76, Jack continues to put in a six-day
workweek as director and chairman of
the tlrm's executive committee, as well
as giving his time to a host of community
concerns - arts, health-care and civic
organizations serving the many needs of
the Cincinnati community. The fine arts
receive an extra measure of his attention.
He is a longtime supporter of the
Cincinnati Art Museum and is president
of the Cincinnati Museum Association,
as well as a trustee of the city's Institute
of Fine Arts and a member of the Music
Hall Association. Other beneficiaries of
his assistance include Deaconess
Hospital, the Salvation Army, the
Hamilton County SPCA, the Commercial
Club of Cincinnati, the Cincinnati
Historical Association, The Foundation
Endowment, ancl Shiloh Community
Methodist Church.
Because with vision, energy and
exemplary generosity he has helped
make Cincinnati a thriving and humane
city for all of us, Xavier is honored to
award John .I. Schiff Sr. a Doctorate in
Humanities, hOJ1oris causa.
Xavier's Heritage
Xavier was founded in 1831 by
Bishop Edward Dominic Fenwick, O.P.,
pioneer Catholic bishop of Ohio, as the
tirst Catholic institution of higher
leaming in the Northwest Ten'itory.
Known as the Athenaeum, the
college's first building, in downtown
Cincinnati, was largely financed by
European Catholics and paIticularly by
Catholic citizens of Vienna. The Hrst
class numbered 60 students. From its
beginning, the school was dedicated to
the patronage of St. Francis Xavier. The
Athcnaeum attracted students from as far
away as New Orleans, Mexico and
Central America, and its educational
quality drew many local Protestant
students.
At the invitation of Bishop John
Purcell of Cincinnati, the Society of
Jesus (Jesuits) assumed control of the
Institution in 1840, ensuring a steady
source of faculty. Under John A. Elet,
SJ., the first Jesuit president, the
institution was renamed St. Xavier
College.
Xavier offered its first evening
classes in 1841, and summer courses
were introduced in 1914, thus beginning
a tradition of serving the unique needs
and schedules of professionals and
aspiring professionals in the Cincinnati
community.
In 1920, the college moved to its
present site in Avondale, and in 1930
was renamed Xavier University,
rellecting its growth and complexity.
While women had been attending
Xavier's evening college since its early
years, Xavier's undergraduate ''''day''
college became coeducational in 1969. In
1980 Xavier acquired the Edgeciiff
College prognmls and integrated them
with those at Xavier, and by 1987,
Edgecliff faculty, staff and students were
moved onto the Xavier campus.
Xavier's growth in over a century
and a half since its founding reflects its
origins as a teaching institution which
soundly prepm'es students for careers or
graduate study or both. AXavier
education, pruticularly at the undergradu-
ate level, is marked by the emphasis on 45
liberal ruts learning contained in Xavier's
core cuniculum. Equally important in the
Xavier tradition is the synthesis of
human, cultural and ethical values,
concern and respect for people, and an
appreciation of the worth and dignity of
the self aIld others.
The College of Arts and Sciences,
Xavier's largest and oldest college,
enrolls approximately 10400 under
graduate aIld 100 graduate students, and
accepts the primary responsibility for
the liberal education of all Xavier
undergraduates. The College of Business
Administration enrolls 1,200 under-
graduates and 1,400 MBA students, and
is dedicated to preparing business
students for positions of responsibility
and leadership. The College of Social
Sciences enrolls 900 undergraduate and
1,000 graduate students in specialized
areas of human services.
Xavier has been an innovator in
graduate education, establishing, for
example, the first graduate program in
Montessori education in the United
States. Its graduate programs in educa-
tion have produced the second highest
number of school administrators in the
state of Ohio. Xavier's graduate program
in hospital and health administration is a
recognized innovator in the field, and
also provides timely and expert advice to
health-care professionals through its
Xavier Centre for Health Management
Education. The Executive MBA
Program and the Weekend Hospital
Administration Program educate upper
level managers and executi ves while
they maintain their current positions in
their respective organizations.
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The Seal of Xavier University
The seal of Xavier University com-
bines three principle ideas: 51. Francis
Xavier, patron of the university: the
Jesuit order of which he wm; a
distinguished member; and the
university. The tlve vertical stripes
suggest the coat of arms of the Xavier
family. A right arm wearing the Jesuit
robe holds alan the crucifix, signifying
51. Francis Xavier preaching Christ
crucitled. The three sea shells signify
the three journeys of Xavier into the
Orient. Above the shield is the Jesuit
seal, IHS, the first three letters of the
name Jesus in Greek. Below is the
Jesuit motto, AMDG [Ad Majorem
Dei Gloriam), which translates "to the
Greater Glory of God, " and the words
Vidit Mirabilia Magna, a phra~e from
the psalms applied to 51. Francis
Xavier which translates "he has seen
great wonders."
Honor Graduates
Honors are awarded on the basis of
outstanding achievement in academic
study. The student must have completed
at least half of the degree requirements
and half of the courses in the major field
at Xavier University to be eligible for
honors. These honors are inscribed on
the student's diploma, announced at the
commencement ceremony and printed on
the student's official university permanent
record. Honors printed in this program
do not include the Spring 1991 semester.
Summa Cum Laude
Bachelor's degree students who have
earned a quality point average of 3.90
on a 4 point scale in college work will be
recognized as graduating Summa Cum
Laude.
Magna Cum laude
Bachelor's degree students who have
em"ned a quality point average of 3.75
on a 4 point scale in college work will be
recognized as graduating Magna Cum
Laude.
Cum Laude
Bachelor's degree students who have
earned a quality point average of 3.50
on a 4 point scale in college work will be
recognized as graduating Cum Laude.
Associate Degree
Students who complete an Associate
Degree with the cliteria above will be
recognized as graduating "with honor,"
"with high honOl)' and "with highest honor."
University Scholars' Programs
Undergraduate students who have
completed a series of honors courses in
the core curriculum.
Honors Bachelor of Arts Program
Students who complete a m,uor in classical
studies with emphasis on history,
literature, Latin, Greek, and philosophy.
Academic Apparel History and
Significance
The history of academic dress and its
significance has its beginnings from the
earliest days of the old universities. As
early as the fourteenth century some
colleges required scholars to wear long
gowns. Specifications of academic
apparel became greatly diversified in
Europe.
American colleges and universities
decided to have a standardized inter-
collegiate academic apparel code for the
United States. In May 1895, representa-
tives from interested institutions met at 47
Columbia University mld adopted a code
for academic dress.
The "Intercollegiate Bureau of
Academic Costume" was formed in
1902 to serve as the information source
in matters pertaining to academic dress.
In 1932 the American Council on
Education appointed a committee to
revise the apparel codes established in
1895. Review and revisions to the 1895
academic apparel codes occurred in
1932 and 1959.
Gowns
The gown for the bachelor's degree has
pointed sleeves and is wom closed. The
master's degree gown has oblong sleeves
which open at the wrist and is designed
with fasteners so that it may be worn
open or closed. Both the bachelor's and
master's degree gowns are black with no
trimmings except for those worn by the
students who are members of the
national Jesuit honor society Alpha
Sigma Nu. These gowns are maroon
with gold trim.
Hoods
Hoods are worn for the master's degree.
The material of the hood is black and is
made of the same matelial as the gown,
The master's hood should be three and
one-half feet in length and lined with the
official color or colors of the college or
university confening the degree. The
edging is to be three inches of velvet or
velveteen with the color being distinctive
of the subject to which the degree
peltains. The colors that pertain to





Hospital Administration Kelly Grcen
Caps
Black mortarboards of the same material
as the gown are to be worn with the
tassel of the color pertaining to the
degree fastened to the middle point of the















































Faculty and Staff Marshals


























LTC Albert Brauer, director, Military Science




Ohio Valley Brass Quintet
Steve Heimlich, trombone
Matthew Borger, tuba
The names and honors of the graduates listed are for purposes of this program and do
not represent a final certification of graduation.
Xavier University is an academiC community committed to equal opportunity for all persons regardless of age, sex,
race, religion, handicap or national origin.
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